Models of coupled phase oscillators are used to describe a wide variety of phenomena in 1 neuroimaging. These models typically rest on the premise that oscillator dynamics do not 2 evolve beyond their respective limit cycles, and hence that interactions can be described 3 purely in terms of phase differences. Whilst mathematically convenient, the restrictive nature 4 of phase-only models can limit their explanatory power. We therefore propose a 5 generalisation of dynamic causal modelling that incorporates both phase and amplitude.
Introduction
Oscillations are observed across a variety of natural systems. In the context of the brain, neuroimaging studies as the associated dimensional reduction leaves phase as the only 48 dependent variable, hence increasing computational tractability. It is for this reason that 49 phase-only descriptions have allowed for large-scale modelling of dynamic repertoires such metrics.
Methods
The neuronal state equation: The bilinear form of the neuronal state equation is written as 106 follows:
where is the neural activity of the region (total ) at time ; is the intrinsic coupling, which describes the strength with which the and regions connect to one 109 another in the absence of external inputs; is the ! external input (total ") at time ;
110 describes the effect of the ! external input on the connection strength between the 111 and regions; and describes the effect of the ! external input on the activity of the 112 region (Friston et al., 2003) .
113
We now make the minimum modifications to [1] to ensure that the following three conditions 114 are satisfied: 1) in the limit of weak coupling -i.e. when the amplitudes of the oscillators 115 remain on their respective limit cycles -the model must reduce to the phase-only description 116
given by the Kuramoto model; 2) the intrinsic periodicity of an individual uncoupled oscillator 117 must be maintained in the absence of external perturbations; and 3) phase and amplitude 118 effects must be individually quantifiable upon subsequent model inversion. As we will see it 119 is this last condition that necessitates the existence of two separate intrinsic coupling 120 matrices (one for phase and one for amplitude) in the modified state equation -as opposed 121 to the single intrinsic coupling matrix in the original state equation [1] . These two matrices 122 allow the importance of phase and amplitude to be individually quantified upon model 123 inversion and subsequent model reduction.
where we have re-defined the dependent variable in [1] to be complex:
127
whereis the phase and + is the amplitude, and we define the total amplitude of the 128 oscillator + to be the sum of its limit cycle radius + ./, and the time-dependent radial distance 129 with which it deviates from its limit cycle (Hale, 1969) that oscillator amplitudes do not evolve beyond their respective limit cycles. As we assume 149 that the dynamics operate close to a Hopf bifurcation, we can exploit the associated circular 150 symmetry of the limit cycles to show that the amplitudes must be constant:
151
which in turn tells us that the external inputs must be zero, as using [5] we can re-write [4] 152 as:
which can only be true ∀if = 0, in which case [3] becomes:
i.e. we recover the Kuramoto model in the limit of weak coupling.
155
Limiting case 2: single-region intrinsic activity: here we examine equations [3] and [4] in 156 the limit of a single region that is uncoupled from the network and is unperturbed by external
where we define the amplitude self-coupling %, as a negative quantity to prevent 160 instabilities.
161
Given that + > 0 we can write that + = |+ |, which means that [8] becomes separable:
where O is a constant of integration.
164
We see from [10] that, given sufficient time, the amplitude of the isolated region returns to its 165 limit cycle radius:
Furthermore, from [3] we see that, for a single region with zero external input, periodicity is 167 maintained as determined by:
Therefore, [10] and [12] show that a single region that is uncoupled from the network and is 169 unperturbed by driving inputs will return to its limit cycle whilst oscillating with its intrinsic 170 angular frequency -hence describing a driven, damped harmonic oscillator.
such that an intrinsic interaction between phase and amplitude exists that does not depend 173 on perturbative effects arising via other components of the equations. We therefore multiply 174 each element of :, ; in [3] by an amplitude-dependent factor. Specifically, we make the 175 following transformation: :, ; → , $ −|+ − + ; | :, ; . This choice ensures that the unmodified 176 coupling strength :, ; is recovered when + = + ; . Note that the choice of weighting parameter 177 given by , $ −|+ − + ; | assumes that the interaction of interest between two given 178 oscillators depends on the difference between their total amplitudes. However, one might 179 also consider the following alternative weighting factor that incorporates the limit cycle radii 180 of the two given regions: , $ @−U V % 5 W% X % 34,5 Y% 34,X VA, e.g. with U = 2. The latter definition is 181 appropriate for modelling the extent to which oscillator amplitudes deviate from their All numerical methods used in this paper also accommodate noise terms \ : to [3] and \ % to 188 [4] , such that we obtain the following stochastic differential equations:
where we include random non-Markovian fluctuations on phase \ : , amplitude \ % , and the 190 driving input = ] + \^ (Li et al., 2011) . 
217
We extract 20 components (i.e., 20 spatially independent whole-brain maps) by performing 
227
The two non-discarded components reflected 6.46% and 6.38% of the explained variance, 228 and 2.89% and 2.85% of the total variance, respectively (see Supplementary Figure 1 ). 
264
In previous work it has been shown that the variational free energy is a better approximation 265 to log model evidence, when compared with the Akaike and Bayesian Information 266 criteria (Penny, 2012) . Equation [30] can be rearranged to show that the variational free 267 energy is a lower bound on negative log evidence (known as the ELBO in machine 268 learning) (Winn and Bishop, 2005) .
269
We seek a model in which model evidence is maximised; i.e. provides an accurate 270 explanation for the data in the simplest way possible. For example, we will see that the 
274
Neuroimaging metrics: here we test our models on the four commonly used metrics in 275 neuroscience listed below.
276
Metric 1: the Kuramoto order parameter (KOP) for the region is given by:
277 Uqr = 1 , s: t .
[16]
Metric 2: the cross-correlation (CC) between the and ! region is written as follows:
where w is the lag and we use star notation to indicate complex conjugation.
where the angular brackets denote an average across time.
281
Metric 4: the spectral entropy (SE) for the region is given by:
where a is the total frequency points; $ | is the probability distribution $ | = 
284
In the context of the model-generated data simulation we run the model inversion and 
294

Results
Model-generated data: To establish construct validity, we generate data from a system of 295 three interacting regions that are coupled in terms of their phase and amplitude in a coupling parameters and the evidence for each model. Because the parameters and models generating the data are known, one can establish the estimability of parameters and the 301 identifiability of competing models. In detail, we simulate data using equations [13] and [30] 302 using a phase-only and phase-amplitude model (Fig. 2B) with an external driving Gaussian 
306
This procedure optimises the states, parameters and hyperparameters of the model for any 307 given multivariate time series. By assuming fairly precise priors on the amplitude of random 308 fluctuations one can recover the parameters (Fig. 2D & E) , their maximum a posteriori 309 (MAP) estimates and their posterior covariation ( Fig. 2F ) and correlation (Fig. 2G ). . 2: synthetic data. (A) an extrinsic input (Ex.) connects to node 1 of both the phase Figure 2E shows posterior parameter estimates, true parameter values and 90% Bayesian 352 credible intervals for the optimal models, indicating that the model inversion recovers all 353 parameters with reasonable accuracy in both the phase-only ( Fig. 2E, left) and phase-354 amplitude (Fig. 2E, right) models, thereby providing construct validity. The first two 355 parameters in Figure 2E are the amplitude-only model matrix elements that are varied in 356 order to switch between phase-only and phase-amplitude models (Fig. 2I ). The first of these 357 parameters does not fall within the 90% interval for the phase-amplitude model. However,
Fig
358
the estimated parameter value remains conservative, in that it lies between the true and the 359 prior value (-3 in logarithmic space). This reflects a well-known effect of shrinkage priors in 360 variational Bayes (Friston et al., 2008) .
361
We then evaluate conditional co-variances ( Fig. 2F ) and conditional correlations (Fig. 2G) 362 between parameters. One can see that the most correlated parameters (indicative of lesser 363 identifiability) are among the amplitude, rather than the phase coupling matrix elements.
364
Bayesian model reduction correctly identifies the structure of the generative model - 
387
Bayesian model reduction is performed following model inversion to calculate posterior 388 parameter estimates and model evidence ( Fig. 3C & D) using the same four models as 389 above: no phase or amplitude (M 1 ), phase-only (M 2 ), amplitude-only (M 3 ), and phase-
Fig. 4: Neuroimaging data (A) Sample normalized LFP data (blue) and estimated
Discussion
This paper introduces a dynamic causal model that allows for a description of phase-434 amplitude interactions in a network of oscillators operating close to Hopf bifurcations. We 435 incorporate this model into the DCM framework and establish that it can be used to make 436 inferences about directed phase and amplitude effects over a range of data sources. This
437
provides proof of principle that one can model a broader dynamic repertoire by lifting the 438 weak coupling assumption used by phase-only models. We also demonstrate that, even 439 when correcting for model complexity, phase-amplitude models outperform phase-only 440 models in the cases outlined here. However, it is important to note that the 'amplitude-only' 441 models can still produce phase-amplitude interactions and also that phase-amplitude models 442 can result in aperiodic signals, in which the term 'phase' is undefined. Furthermore, there is 443 evidence that sinusoids may not be ideally suited to characterise periodic neural 444 signals (Cole and Voytek, 2017) . Future work could therefore explore alternative 445 formulations of the model used here with different types of waveforms.
446
The current approach allows us to explicitly quantify the separate contributions from phase 447 and amplitude in a manner which is computationally tractable and therefore able to be 448 scaled across multiple regions. There are several theoretical accounts of oscillators that 449 describe both phase and amplitude (Hale, 1969; Wedgwood et al., 2013 
476
In both the LFP and fMRI datasets the anaesthetised brain states are associated with an 477 increased importance of oscillator amplitudes. This result is consistent with studies showing 478 that anaesthesia leads to neuronal dynamics that are less complex (Fagerholm et al., 2016) 479 and that operate further from a phase transition . Furthermore, the 480 increased importance of amplitude compared with phase under anaesthesia is consistent 481 with a bi-stable system that alternates irregularly between stable low and high-activity 482 points (Jercog et al., 2017; Volo et al., 2019) , as opposed to a limit cycle that would yield 483 regular behaviour with well-defined phase organisation (Brunel, 2000) . Our proposed models increased phase coupling between oscillators.
488
Models that attempt to explain mechanisms underlying neuronal coupling proffer hypotheses .
[22]
The dependent variable # in [20] is complex and can therefore be written in polar form: which, using Euler's formula: , s: = C<-+ &< =can be written as: 
504
